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For multi-slit diffraction gratings of 500 lines/mm, or more, few
orders of interference fringes are observed, generating
inaccurate and imprecise results. The author suggests alternate
data acquisition and analysis techniques. By graphing average
distance xavg from 0th to 1st order fringes as a function of
distance from grating to screen L, a linear relationship is
obtained, with the slope related to wavelength/slit spacing. With
some algebra, accurate (within 1%) and precise results can be
obtained. The experimental set-up used, along with sample
student results, including error propagation calculations utilized
during a sophomore/junior lab "intermediate" lab course
(precursor to capstone lab experience), will be presented.

Primary Issue
• Non-graphical analysis of interference data from
small-slit gratings (<2000 nm) because few
orders available
Secondary Issues
• Use of small angle approx. when not valid
• Student avoidance of graphical analysis

Pre-Lab Activities
• Derive Young’s relation [1-3]: dsinθ = nλ
• λ is wavelength of light; n is the order/number of
interference fringes; d is the slit spacing of the
grating; and θ is shown in Fig. 1
• Graphically analyze example data set of xavg versus L
(Refer to Fig. 1)
• Repeat above until correct
In-Lab Activities
• Find λ for two different LaserlandsTM laser pointers [4]
• Use 500 lines/mm Rainbow Symphony grating [5]
Analysis
• Use geometry in Fig. 1, Young’s relation algebraically
rearranged to yield

• Laser pointer (LP) taped in the
“On” position
• Laser taped to top of wooden
block (WB), free to move on
2-meter stick
• Light shines through
diffraction grating (DG) onto a
1-meter stick
• First order fringes (x-1 and x+1)
measured from central
maximum and averaged (xavg)
• L measured from WB to
central maximum
• θ is angle between two dashed
lines (one is atop the 2-m
stick)

Student Results
• General form of error propagation [7] applied to
Eq. 2 yield
•
•
•
•

δλ = uncertainty in wavelength
d = slit spacing = 2000 nm for this example
“slope” from linear fit
δslope = uncertainty in slope from linear fit

• δλ = 0.9 nm for the given example

[1] The derivation for Young’s relation was not included in this paper as it can be
found online (see Reference 2) and in introductory physics texts like the one in
Reference 3.
[2] http://web.mit.edu/viz/EM/visualizations/coursenotes/modules/guide14.pdf.
Retrieved 1/5/2018.
[3] D. C. Giancoli, Physics: Principles with Applications, 7th Ed. (Prentice Hall, New
York, 2014), p. 683.
[4] LaserlandsTM website: https://www.laserlands.net/laser-pointer.html.
[5] Rainbow Symphony, Inc, Reseda, CA 91335, website:
www.rainbowsymphony.com .
[6] OriginLab Corporation, Northhampton, MA 01060, website:
www.originlab.com .
[7] J.R. Taylor, An Introduction to Error Analysis: The Study of Uncertainties in
Physical Measurements, 2nd Ed. (University Science Books, Sausalito, CA, 1997), p.
75.

Sm Angle Approx Approach
by 16 of 19 Students
λ = (slope) d
Wavelength
• 689.0 nm
• Within 6% of reported
value [4]
Uncertainty
• 1.0 nm
Calculation Approach by
Remaining 3 Students
• 650.5 nm
• Avg of all calculated λs
Uncertainty

• None provided
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Figure 2. Multi-slit interference data from a “red” laser pointer and a
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Figure 1. Set-up used by students to collect interference data.

“Desired” Results
xavg= (0.3445±0.0005)L
+(-0.03±0.06 cm)

θ

x+1

Correct Relation Applied

Wavelength
• 650.5 nm
• Within 0.23% of
reported value [4]
Uncertainty
• 0.9 nm
• Comparable to student
small angle results

500 lines/mm grating plotted using Origin [6]. A linear regression fit
was applied, as shown by the solid line, with the equation shown above.
Error bars were not included for this plot.

Multi-slit interference data can be graphically analyzed by measuring xavg as a function L. The slope of the graph
is related to wavelength and slit spacing, either of which can be obtained through algebra. Wavelength results for
laser pointers can be obtained with high accuracy (<2%) and high precision (<1%) for most student experiments.

• Weak algebraic skills of sophomore/junior
majors
• Degree of student difficulty with
interpreting linear graphs, esp slopes
• Much instructor time spent helping each
student to correctly analyze xavg versus L data

HOWEVER
• ~80% of students chose graphical analysis in
subsequent unit compared to ~25% in prior
years
• ~80% of students chose graphical analysis in
capstone course compared to 20% in prior
offerings
• Correct use AND understanding of small
angle approximation in other courses

